The Ames team did not play their best game in the first half. They were weak in defensive plays and showed weakness in being able to solve plays that were repeatedly tried on them. Ames was also slightly weak on the offensive. In the second half I claim that Ames outplayed Iowa. The players showed gains. Iowa had a very scientific way of stealing the ball; they also knew how to protect themselves against our attacks. Doubt having been made cautiously, particularly on both points. This no doubt accounts for Iowa's poor showing at times.

I think, everything considered, the teams have no reason to feel discouraged, nor have any particular fear of "shaming." In the games that follow, we will see who will come out on top. In the next game, I expect Iowa to meet us in three yards.

Answer: The passage describes a football game between Ames and Iowa. The Ames team did not play their best in the first half, showing weakness in defensive plays. However, in the second half, Ames outplayed Iowa and showed gains. The game was marked by a lack of scoring and a generally poor showing by both teams. The game ended with Ames leading Iowa.
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